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With all the dozens of men in my world, ________________________ a
spaceman?
1.

(why/it/past/be/?)

He ______________________ his half with them.2. (would/share)

You ______________________ Hebrew to understand why he was not as
popular as Santa Claus.
3.

(not/know)

They passed more than one Javert in that fearful ride; and when Victor
Hugo afterwards described the sensations of a man pursued like Jean
Valjean, he _______________________ very strongly upon his imagination.

4.

(past/not/draw)

You _____________________ my word for it-write to Doctor Clay and see
what he says.
5.

(not/take)

Nor was this the only danger she ______________.6. (past/fear)

There he ___________________ and to keep a garden, but to make one,
and that is altogether higher and nobler work.
7.

(past/not/dress)

We ______________________ for it yet.8. (shall/fight)

We ________________ them in the open.9. (catch)

He ____________________ with the great Mughals; he did not come
directly in contact with Ismáil Sháh, who favoured instead of opposing him;
nor did he have cause to attack the powerful Emperor of China.

10.

(past/not/strive)

I _______________________ that one over.11. (past/not/think)

You ______________ him as you found him.12. (past/take)

You ______________________ it out in her way.13. (not/carry)

The important thing is that now we ______________________ about
ourselves-and for that we ________________ him.
14.

(not/worry) (thank)
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Nevertheless, since he ___________________ Daisy, the situation was
less difficult.
15.

(past/not/marry)

It ___________________ to that with us.16. (may/come)

____________________________ with the power of feeding and
clothing?
17.

(what/value/can/do/?)

History _____________________ pieces for the stage, or to amuse a
tea-party.
18.

(not/produce)

Sellers ______________________ such long chances and can thus
afford to sell on a smaller margin of profit.
19.

(not/take)

I _____________________ you that my mere work is worth far more than
that.
20.

(not/tell)
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